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About us
MAC Coatings is a premium coatings 
manufacturer located in Windsor, 
Ontario. 60 years of serving the industrial, 
manufacturing, and commercial 
environment has taught us that product 
development is the key to our success. 
Listening to our customers, identifying 
market needs, and providing custom 
solutions is our passion.  

Our R&D laboratory is located just 40 
minutes from the greenhouse capital of 
North America: Leamington, ON, Canada.  
This close proximity has enabled us to work 
directly with growers to engineer products 
specifically for the structural elements, 
heating systems, floors, and greenhouse 
surfaces.  

As growers look to maximize solar 
radiation, there is a growing trend to paint 
the surfaces within a greenhouse white.  

Another function of coating these surfaces 
is to maintain the highest standards of 
cleanliness. For example, the pores in 
uncoated concrete make it easy for mold 
and other biohazards to take hold and 
spread. A coated surface will mitigate these 
risks and require less effort to keep clean.

Whether you are growing  
cannabis in a greenhouse or 
indoors, MAC Coatings has  
you covered.

Designed for hot water heating pipes, MAC PIPE resists the formation 
of rust, maintains a bright non-yellowing white finish, and will protect the 
heating system for years to come. Conventional enamels cannot handle 
the demanding conditions of a greenhouse. MAC PIPE is available in 
solvent and water-based formulas.

MAC Coatings also 
offers a white coating 
system that can be 
applied directly to 
hot-dip galvanized and 
carbon steel structural 
surfaces. The primary 
purpose of coating 
these surfaces is to 
reflect light within 
the grow area. MAC 
Coatings also offers 
maintenance paints 
for safety markings, 
bollards, guarding, 
stairs, etc. MAC 
Maintenance Paints 
provide a high-gloss 
finish that is resistant 
to rust, chipping, light 
abrasion, and is easy to 
maintain. 

In warmer climates, greenhouse-grown flowers 
and vegetables may require protection from 
excess heat and light during spring and 
summer months. MAC SHADE comes in a 
concentrated formula that can be diluted by 
the grower to achieve their specific level of 
protection. MAC SHADE wears off naturally 
during the growing season or removed  
on demand with our stripping solution,  
MAC STRIP. MAC SHADE can be applied  
to all plastic film, polycarbonate, acrylic,  
and glass surfaces.

Available in a variety of colours, this high 
solid, low VOC, 2K coating system will 
provide a chemical resistant finish on 
concrete floors. MAC EPOXY is very 
durable and will withstand forklift and 
cart traffic in boiler rooms, warehouses, 
packing, and grow areas.


